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Abstract Home networks (HNs) are rapidly becoming the next battlefield for
various telecom carriers and companies. The European project ICT-OMEGA
seeks to enable the convergence of the diverse wireless and wireline tech-
nologies at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. In such a world of
converging, heterogeneous HN technologies, system designers needs to take
into account several technical, economic and social aspects that will effect the
development and the rate of adoption of HNs by the general public. Careful
roadmapping is required to ensure a smooth transition from existing to the
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next generation HN systems. The objective of this paper is to provide an
evaluation of the key technological and socio-economic issues, which may
affect the deployment of HNs. Within the OMEGA project, such issues are
addressed using surveys conducted by the project experts, designed based on
the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). In this paper, the results of the surveys,
conducted using pairwise comparison (which is an important ingredient of
AHP) are presented. Several critical aspects are identified and their im-
portance is weighted. The conclusions drawn are important for the overall
roadmapping effort of future HN technologies.

Keywords Analytical hierarchy process · HDTV · Home networks ·
Pairwise comparison · Roadmap · VoIP · Extender device

1 Introduction

The future Internet will require an extremely high-bandwidth “core” and
“access” network, along with the associated developments in transmission
and switching. Home networks (HNs) will play a critical role in achieving
broadband penetration, acting as the last network segment and thus enabling
the provision of end-to-end services. Traditionally, in-building networks, such
as those found in corporate or academic settings have a tenfold higher band-
width than their access points to the telecommunication infrastructure. Given
that fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) technology promises symmetric data rates of
at least 100 Mbit/s per household, this implies HNs supporting high data
transmission and a required latency time in the tens of milliseconds regime.
Meeting such performance requirements will ensure that no bottlenecks will
occur in end-to-end HN services. The HN must also have the necessary
capacity for delivering local services such as instant access to mass media
storage and maintain several services simultaneously, each with different set
of requirements. Furthermore, the network components must be low-cost and
simple to manufacture in large volumes.

The objective of ICT-OMEGA, an Integrated Research Project financed
within the seventh EU R&D framework program [1], is to cope with these
strict and sometimes conflicting requirements. The ICT-OMEGA project
will develop a user-friendly home area network capable of delivering high-
bandwidth services and content at a transmission speed of one Gigabit per
second. The project aims to combine three different technologies, namely
optical wireless, radio and Power Line Communications (PLC) into a single
inter-MAC (Medium Access Control) layer. The OMEGA inter-MAC layer
is located between the second and third of the Open System Interconnection
(OSI) model. The inter-MAC is technology independent, providing common
functionalities over heterogeneous communication technologies [2]. It is in
charge to setup a resilient, reliable and easy-to-use gigabit home network to
guarantee the quality and the continuity of services within the home environ-
ment. In the prospect of the gigabits per second data rate in home networking,
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it appears thus interesting to distribute the functions of connectivity inside the
home with the help of interconnection points (the extenders) spread in the
home, and achieving the hybridization of technologies [3].

The extender device, illustrated in Fig. 1 plays an important role in the
overall OMEGA network as it is destined to extend the HN coverage and
allow the communication between the various OMEGA devices, possibly
having different Physical Layer (PHY) interfaces. As shown in Fig. 1, the
extender functionality may be incorporated in wireless hotspots on the ceiling
of the room or even in the terminal devices themselves. The term OMEGA
device refers to any network element of the OMEGA network and potentially
OMEGA devices will also serve as network extenders and “multi-hoppers”, in
the sense that they will be able receive and forward traffic for which they are
not an end point. As far as the legacy (pre-OMEGA) devices are concerned,
these are connected to the OMEGA network through a legacy device adapter
(which is also considered an OMEGA device) able to convert non-OMEGA
traffic to OMEGA traffic and vice versa. This hybrid network architecture
is illustrated in Fig. 1, highlighting the interconnection of a wide range of
terminals in a mesh network, ensuring the coverage of the entire home area.
These terminals can be classified in families or clusters, not completely disjoint
such as data communication terminals (computers, personal digital assistants—
PDAs, notebooks, etc.), gaming cluster, voice/video communication terminals
(analog/digital phones, videophones, mobile phones, etc.), entertainment con-
sumer electronics audio/video terminals (e.g. set top box—STB, television,
multimedia player, high fidelity—HiFi equipment) and domestic equipments
(e.g. fridge, sensor networks).

Each transmission technology that can be used in the heterogeneous
network has different characteristics. Fiber-based systems can provide high
quality wire-line communication inside the house. Plastic optical fibers are

Fig. 1 Illustration of hybridization of technologies inside the HN (Source: ICT-OMEGA)
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very well suited for indoor applications [4]. Installing fiber cables inside old
buildings is not a particularly attractive option however. Wireless radio tech-
nologies, such as the IEEE802.11 standards are already commercially available
and the IEEE802.11n standard promises wireless home connectivity at several
hundred megabits per second using multiple-input multiple output (MIMO)
features [5]. However, it is difficult to achieve gigabit per second connectivity
because of the limited bandwidth available in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands.
Millimeter wave (MMW) operating at the 60 GHz band [6] and Ultra Wide
Band (UWB) [7] radio solutions may further increase the achievable bit rates.
MMW systems are particularly interesting since the bandwidth at this band
is unlicensed and sufficient to transmit gigabit per second signals. However,
such systems are still far from reaching market maturity. An additional feature
of MMW signals is that they can not pass through walls, necessitating the use
of many hot spots in order to cover multiple rooms of the house. This is not
the case in IEEE 802.11 networks where a single hotspot can provide wireless
connectivity over multiple rooms. On the other hand, state of the art PLC
systems [8] provide hundreds of megabit per second wire-line connectivity, but
extending them in the gigabit per second regime is also a challenge because
of the particularities (low bandwidth) of the PLC channel. Optical wireless
(OW) [9] take advantage of the high bandwidth optical transmitters and
detectors used traditionally in optical wire-line systems. These systems can
also provide gigabit-per-second data rates wireless indoor connectivity in the
future either in the infrared or visible spectrum region [10]. Much like MMW
systems, OW must overcome important technical limitations such as blocking
in line of sight systems and poor signal to noise ratio in diffuse configurations.
The above considerations seem to indicate that no single technology will be
provide the Holy Grail in home networking, and future HNs will probably
consist of hybrid solutions. The combination of the above technologies is quite
challenging and requires the network designer to be aware of many technical,
economic and social issues affecting the acceptance of HNs from the public. In
this context, a “no new wires approach” is envisioned in the OMEGA project,
according to which installation of new cables such as fibers should be avoided
within existing households in order to enable a smoother integration of the HN
infrastructure in the home environment. The wired connections appearing in
Fig. 1 may concern the backbone HN and in order to be compatible with a no
new wires approach, PLC systems can be used to provide such connections.

The objective of this paper is the evaluation of various crucial technological
and socio-economic issues that affect the deployment of future HNs. This eval-
uation is carried out through a number of surveys conducted using elements of
the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) framework and specifically pairwise
comparison, which is used to quantify the importance of each technological
and socioeconomic aspect. A part of the surveys concern the general properties
of the future HN while other focus on more OMEGA-related issues such as the
extender device and the deployment of High Definition Television (HDTV)
and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) over this network. This paper is
mainly addressed to a technical audience but it also aims to motivate the
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interest of a general audience to the OMEGA network and future HNs in
general. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the basic
notions of the AHP method are presented, while in Section 3, the survey
objectives as well as various criteria and factors are defined for the case of
the OMEGA network, the extender device and the HDTV/VoIP services. The
HDTV and VoIP are representative services of HNs and important from an
operator point of view. Section 4 presents the results obtained by the surveys
providing a discussion on their impact for HN deployment. Some concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.

2 Methodology

The methodology used in this work is based on the pair wise comparison
(PWC) method [11, 12] which is a fundamental ingredient of AHP often used
for technology evaluation [13]. AHP has been used around the world on nu-
merous occasions where a decision must be made between a set of alternatives,
in sectors such as government, business, industry, healthcare and technology.
AHP has been applied in the field of telecommunications networks as well. For
example in [14], AHP is applied in vendor selection of a telecommunication
system. In [15] the methodology is applied on network selection for integrated
WLAN and cellular systems. The present paper focuses on prioritizing crucial
issues of home networking technologies, which is a subject not previously
addressed in the literature.

The AHP model adopts a hierarchical form using three conceptual levels,
which are depicted in Fig. 2. On the first level, the objective for evaluating
technologies is defined. In the present case, the overall objective is to provide
a roadmap for the deployment of future home networking technologies and
understand the relative importance of various critical issues related to next

Fig. 2 The hierarchical model developed for evaluating technologies
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generation HN adoption. In addition, we seek to identify and compare the
issues involved in the deployment of broadband services over the future HN.
The relative contributions of technologies to the objective are evaluated by
determining the weight of importance of the criteria, the relative importance
of factors of each criterion, as well as the relative impact of technologies on
each factor.

2.1 Criteria and factors

Once the objective has been clearly established, one proceeds with the iden-
tification of the various criteria and factors affecting the decision. A criterion
can be a general attribute of a technology. For example, service performance
may be an important criterion in the adoption of VoIP and HDTV services.
Criteria are often general in nature and incorporate several aspects of the
technology. Service performance for example includes several performance-
related issues such as the available bandwidth, coverage, etc. The set of criteria
used in the decision making process form the second level of AHP as shown
in Fig. 2. In the third level, the criteria are clarified further by recognizing a
number of factors for each criterion. A factor is an indicative attribute that can
be quantified and characterizes a criterion. For example, data rate could be a
factor of service performance. Note that the factors can be either quantified in
terms of numerical values (e.g., in the case of the achieved bit rate, in megabits
per second) or using a qualitative scale [13]. The criteria and factors used in
this paper are described in detail in Section 3.

2.2 Pair Wise Comparison (PWC)

The importance of each criterion is identified through a series of PWCs that
the experts are requested to perform in the surveys. The advantage of PWC is
that it can provide a relatively simple way to compare the importance of either
several different criteria or different factors by carrying out comparisons in
pairs instead of directly assigning a weight on each of them. Avoiding such
direct assignments, PWC can provide a more impartial view on the priority of
several issues affecting the decision making process.

Within the context of PWC, the experts fill out a table containing the upper
triangular elements Aij of a N × N matrix A = [Aij] where N is the number
of criteria. The experts may simply assign values between 0 and 100 to the
elements Aij with i < j, thereby signifying the relative importance of criterion
Ci compared to criterion C j. For example, if an expert assigns Aij = 60 this
implies that according to his/her point of view, the weight of criterion i is
60% compared to the total weight of both criteria while that of criterion j
which is 40%. The same process is carried out for the factors of each criterion
separately. Using the upper triangular elements of A, a new N × N matrix
P = [Pij] is calculated where Pij = Aij/(100 − Aij) for the upper diagonal
elements (i < j), Pij = (100 − A ji)/A ji for the lower diagonal elements (i > j)
and the diagonal elements Pii are all set equal to 1. The elements of P represent
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the relative importance of criterion Ci compared to criterion C j. To evaluate
the weights one must calculate the eigenvector x = [xk] which is associated
with the maximum eigenvalue λmax. The weights are then determined by [16]:

wk = xk

[
N∑

l=1

xl

]−1

(1)

The same procedure is followed for the estimation of the weights of the
factor of each criterion according to the following equation:

f jk = y jk

[
Jk∑

i=1

yik

]−1

(2)

where Jk is the number of factors for criterion Ck, yik are the elements of the
eigenvector yk = [yk] corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix
Pk = [Pk

ij] obtained by the pairwise comparisons of the factors of criterion Ck. It
should be noted that the elements of the matrices P and Pk must be consistent.
More specifically in the case of matrix P, the consistency index (CI) and the
consistency ratio (CR) are determined as follows [12],

C.I. = λmax − rank(P)

rank(P) − 1
(3)

where rank (P) is the rank of matrix P and

C.R. = C.I.
R.I.

(4)

The consistency ratio for Pk is the same as for P. In Eq. 3 rank (P(m)) is the rank
of matrix P(m) and in Eq. 4 RI is the random index, which can be determined
by the rank of P as discussed in [17]. In general, a value of CR less than or
equal to 0.1 is considered acceptable [18]. Larger values require the expert to
reduce the inconsistencies by revising his comparisons.

The calculation of the weights of each factor and criterion provides impor-
tant information by itself but is also a key part of the AHP methodology. Using
wk and f jk one can estimate an index called technology value (TV) for each
technological alternative under consideration [13], defined by

TVn =
k∑

k=1

Jk∑
j=1

wk f jkV jk
(
tnjk

)
(5)

In Eq. 5, TVn is the Technology Value of technological alternative n, tnjk

represents the value of factor F jk in either actual units (say Mb/s for the
achieved bit rate factor). The function V jk is a function that determines the
desirability values of each factor maps the values tnjk to a number between
0 and 100. The functions V jk as well as the present and possibly future values
of tnjk are determined by additional surveys. Within the present work, the
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TV was not calculated for the various technological alternatives considered
in the OMEGA project, since most experts felt that many home networking
technologies, such as OW and MMW were still quite immature and it was
not possible to predict future values for the underlying technological factors,
rendering the calculation of the TV for these solutions somewhat uncertain.

3 Survey design

The pairwise comparisons were conducted by a web-based survey/road-
mapping platform incorporating all elements of the AHP framework where
experts log on to the platform and fill out the questionnaires. The web-
platform has been developed and maintained by the University of Athens [19].
The data supplied by the users are saved in a database and the survey designer
can perform the pair wise comparison in order to estimate the weights that
signify the importance of criteria and factors according to Eqs. 1–5.

3.1 Survey objectives

In this section we describe the objectives of the four surveys carried out
within the ICT-OMEGA project in an effort to determine the importance
of the various issues associated with future HN deployment. These surveys
were initially designed by the University of Athens with France Telecom and
Telefonica and were further refined according to the feedback of the rest of
the partners. Below we give some details on the scope and the objectives of
each survey:

1. OMEGA Network survey. This survey concerned the importance of var-
ious issues determining the deployment of home network aspects (tech-
nical, socio-economic, etc.). There were a total of 27 participant and the
on-line completion was conducted during a period of 1 month in February
2009. No specific service bundle was envisioned for the network and hence
the experts filled in the comparison matrices without having any type of
service in mind.

2. Extender Device Survey. The extender functionality was considered as
one of the fundamental aspects of the OMEGA HN and it was therefore
decided to have a dedicated survey for the extender device. Twenty-five
experts have participated in this survey that was conducted during a period
of 1 month in March 2009. Again no specific service bundle was specified
for the network.

3. HDTV Survey. Telecom operators as well other partners within the con-
sortium advocated that HDTV is an important service that would enable
future HN penetration and it was therefore decided to carry out an analysis
concerning this type of service. Twenty-six experts have participated in this
survey that was conducted during a period of 1 month in April 2009.
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4. VoIP Survey. VoIP was also deemed important for enabling future HN
penetration. This survey is similar to the one described above but concerns
the VoIP service. Again, 26 experts have participated in this survey that
was conducted during a period of 1 month in April 2009.

The survey design including the definition of criteria and factors was exten-
sively discussed among the several OMEGA partners. The feedback from the
telecom operators was interesting enough and very useful for the final survey
design as they emphasized on the definition of criteria and factors taking into
account the user perspective in both the performance-related issues and the
socio-economic aspects. The experts are employees of various organizations
inside the OMEGA project consortium [20] which constitutes a well balanced
blend between industry and academia from many parts of Europe (France,
Italy, UK, Germany, Spain, Austria, Slovenia, UK and Greece). Their exper-
tise lies primarily in the field of HN technologies. It should be noted that in all
surveys there were more than 20 participants, thoroughly briefed on the survey
objectives, and this constitutes a considerable group size for the purposes of
AHP [13, 14, 21, 22].

3.2 Definition of criteria and factors

Tables 1, 2 and 3 summarize the factors and criteria identified in all four
surveys described in Section 3.1. The tables also contain a description of
the factors. The corresponding weights of the factors calculated by PWC are
also quoted. The weights of the criteria will be presented in the next section
in the form of figures. Regarding the first survey (Table 1), there was an
attempt to make the factors of the system performance criterion as simple
as possible while at the same time retaining useful information. There was
a widespread consensus that system performance concerns primarily (1) the
coverage provided by the network inside a domestic or business environment
and (2) the available bandwidth. The bandwidth was more easily quantified
in the PHY layer in terms of the maximum downstream data rate that can be
supported. Upstream traffic throughput was considered secondary to down-
stream, particularly for home users. On the other hand, coverage was defined
as the portion of possible positions inside the house or room where the maxi-
mum data rate can be achieved. Interestingly enough coverage concerns both
wireless and wire-line technologies. The link reach is an issue in PLC as well in
plastic fiber-based systems. The performance factors for the extender device
(Table 2) are similar except that upstream throughput is also included since
the extender must be able to forward data traffic to other OMEGA devices
as well.

The economic issues are related to the influence of several cost components
[23] in the deployment of the network and include not only the cost of the
components themselves but the installation and maintenance costs. Technolo-
gies such as IEEE802.11 have very small maintenance and installation cost
but OW and MMW may require the installation of multiple hot spots on the
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Table 1 Criteria and factors for the Omega network

Factor Description Relative
importance, %

C1: System performance
F11 Coverage The fraction of possible terminal 56.13

positions inside the house or room,
where the maximum bit rate is achieved

F12 Maximum bit rate The maximum downstream PHY-layer 43.88
bit rate that a single user terminal can
achieve

C2: Economic
F21 Installation first cost The cost to install the OMEGA system 54.36

for the first time
F22 Maintenance cost The cost to maintain the OMEGA 22.20

system per year
F23 Cost of OMEGA The cost of OMEGA devices such as 23.44

devices multi-technology extenders, OMEGA
Gateway, End Connectivity components

C3: Flexibility
F31 Ease of installation/ This quantifies the installation complexity 24.69

maintenance
F32 Interchangeability Signifies whether components are 21.16

interchangeable with same or similar
components made by manufacturers
commonly available in electronic stores

F33 Upgradeability Are hardware and software updates easy 23.90
to perform?

F34 Compatibility Is the HN compatible with existing 30.25
with legacy networks and home appliances?
systems

C4: Social acceptance
F41 Security/privacy Are security and privacy issues important? 14.80
F42 Health issues Are health issues important? 33.08

(meeting radiation exposure, eye-safety,
skin-safety, etc standard)

F43 Home integration Is it acceptable to install new wires in the 15.84
with no new house?
wires

F44 Usability How difficult is to set up and manage the 20.23
network from the average user point of
view?

F45 Design How well do the OMEGA devices fit with 16.05
the overall household decoration?

ceiling of the rooms. It is pointed out that the main components for all cases
of technologies in the OMEGA HNS are OMEGA extender as well as
OMEGA gateway and therefore for these components a cost/price forecast
has been conducted within the consortium providing a techno-economic model
regarding their future market prices [23]. The results of this model also include
a detailed analysis of all the investments, such as installation, maintenance
cost as well as the subscription costs and the cost components of the OMEGA
operator, its operational expenditures, its revenues and the financial outcome
as expressed by financial indices. The rest of the criteria also incorporate
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Table 2 Criteria and factors, under each criterion, for the extender device

Criteria—factors Description Relative
importance, %

C1: System performance
F11 Coverage Defined as the fraction of possible 41.37

positions inside the house, where
the maximum bit rate is achieved

F12 Upstream bit rate The maximum upstream PHY-layer 23.54
bit rate that a single user terminal
can achieve when connected to
the extender

F13 Downstream bit rate The maximum downstream 35.09
PHY-layer bit rate that a single
user terminal can achieve when
connected to the extender

C2: Simplicity of use
F21 Plug and play Once installed, is the extender 54.52

plug and play?
F22 Compatibility with Same as OMEGA network 45.48

legacy devices
C3: Design

F31 Design-integration to Same as OMEGA network 37.41
home environment

F32 Volume of extender The volume of the extender 33.66
device in cubic centimeter

F33 Weight of extender The weight of the extender 28.94
device in kilogram

C4: Economic
F41 Cost of extender The cost of purchase of the 39.48

extender device
F42 Annual cost of The annual cost in order to 22.44

repair repair the extender in case of
damage or failure

F43 Annual cost of The annual operation cost of the 38.08
operation extender. It mostly includes the

influence of power consumption
on operation cost

C5: System trustworthiness/confidence
F51 Security/privacy Same as OMEGA network 17.64
F52 Health issues Same as OMEGA network 48.19
F53 Mean time between Mean time that intervenes between 34.17

failure of extender two consequent failures of the
extender device

several other user-related aspects. Flexibility refers to the overall usability of
the network components inside the home environment while the Social Ac-
ceptance criterion incorporates many user-related concerns (health, privacy,
etc.). Regarding the extender device, the integration of the device inside the
home environment was classified as an important aspect and was considered
as a separate criterion in light of the fact that average users will not very willing
to install bulky hotspot in the ceiling of their living rooms even if these provide
gigabit per second connectivity.
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Table 3 Criteria and factors, under each criterion, for HDTV and VoIP technologies

HDTV factors VoIP factors Description Relative
importance, %
HDTV VoIP

C1: Usability
F11 Mobility Mobility HDTV: Session mobility 20.89 58.75

the possibility of
switching the session
between one TV set and
another one

VoIP: Mobility inside the
home or even inside the
Wide Area Network

F12 Availability of different Availability of Different classes (qualities) 27.81 41.25
classes of services different of services will be

classes of available according to
services user’s subscription

F13 Content – Content Popularity 51.30 –
concerning the content
that the service offers ex.
the number of different
channels and the content
that they offer

C2: Performance
F21 Quality degradation of Quality HDTV: Image freeze/ 41.89 44.05

picture degradation pixellisation
of voice

F22 Quality degradation of Perceived VoIP: Clicks/cut of sound 14.99 18.22
sound Delay

F23 Service interruption Service The possibility of an 43.12 37.73
interruption unexpected interruption

of the service
C3: Economic

F31 Service subscription Service The cost of subscription 51.57 54.30
rate subscription for the service per month

rate
F32 Cost of television set Cost of HDTV: The cost of the 48.43 45.70

telephone set television set and
equipment

VoIP: The cost of
telephone set and
equipment

Table 3 summarizes the criteria and factors for the HDTV and VoIP surveys
identified by the OMEGA consortium. In the context of these end-to-end
services, usability was perceived mainly from the user point of view, in terms
of mobility. In the context of HDTV, the content diversity and popularity
was also considered an important aspect affecting the service penetration.
Again, economic criterion was also identified as an important aspect of both
HDTV and VoIP, primarily determined by the service subscription rate and
the cost of the television or telephone set, respectively. Service performance
is characterized with similar attributes for both services which were identified
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primarily from the user quality of experience: service interruption is regarded
as an important factor for both HDTV and VoIP.

4 Survey results

This section presents the results for the prioritization of the criteria and factors
presented in Section 3. It is interesting to note for all judgments carried out
by the experts the consistency ratio C.R. defined in Eq. 4 was less than 0.1,
implying that all experts supplied consistent comparisons.

4.1 OMEGA network and extender surveys

The results concerning the weights of the criteria that affect the HN network
deployment (first survey) are presented in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note,
that according to the opinion of the experts, all criteria have more or less the
same weight (∼=25%) illustrating that on the average the experts believe that
all the corresponding issues have equal bearing. The credibility of the results
is enhanced by the fact that experts do not all come from a single organization.
Figure 3 suggests that HNs should be designed in order to fulfill a number of
diverse and possibly conflicting criteria. The results for the extender device are
somewhat different as shown in Fig. 4. Design issues are deemed of secondary
importance by the experts, probably because there are still many important
technological matters to be resolved in order to provide reliable and cost-
effective network extension functionality. Considering the OW technology
for example, it is somewhat difficult to envision such network extension on a
terminal basis in line-of-sight configurations because of receiver field-of-view
limitations. Both OW and MMW could provide some form of network exten-
sion inside the room, but can not extend the network across multiple rooms
because of the properties of the electromagnetic radiation at the corresponding
wavelengths. This restriction does not hold for PLC and IEEE802.11 devices
though.

Fig. 3 Relative weights of
OMEGA network criteria
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Fig. 4 Relative importance
of extender device criteria
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Although in both surveys, most criteria have similar weights (except the
design criterion in the extender survey), the situation is quite different when
one examines the weights of the factors under each criterion (Tables 1 and 2).
Starting with the social acceptance criterion in the OMEGA network survey
(Table 1), it is clear that health issues are the most important aspect to consider
and this reflects the growing public concern on this subject [24–26]. The
effects of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the human tissue
are not yet very well understood especially in the microwave spectrum. The
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)
has established guidelines for limiting exposure to time-varying electric, mag-
netic and electromagnetic fields that will provide protection against known
adverse health effects [27]. Moreover, certain standards addressing the health
concerns have been established such as the IEEE C95.1-2005 which provides
recommendations to protect against harmful effects in human beings exposed
to electromagnetic fields in the frequency range from 3 kHz to 300 GHz. On
the other hand, visible light and infrared OW technologies are considered
rather harmless as long as they comply with eye safety standards. Given
the fact that the human body has been exposed to infrared and visible light
radiation because of the sun, for thousand of years it is expected that both
visible and infrared radiation will otherwise have limited negligible biological
effects. In any case, the growing public concern warrants additional research
in the effects of electromagnetic radiation and may hence provide leverage
towards optical wireless solutions, especially in hospitals, nursing homes, etc.
The importance of health issues is further corroborated by Table 2, where they
receive the largest weight compared to system trustworthiness/user confidence
issues. Surprisingly enough, security seems to be a minor concern compared to
other issues for both the extender and the HN in general. This is probably a
reflection of the fact that people believe that HNs would be inherently secure,
incorporating some of the existing security protocols such as WPA2 [28],
and security is somewhat less important than in corporate networks. It may
also be that experts realize that privacy and security in internet transactions,
which greatly interest the average home user, is implemented on an end-to-
end basis. In the OMEGA network survey, usability seems to be the second
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most important social aspect and this is not surprising since the widespread
adoption of future HNs will greatly depend on the layman’s ability to setup and
control the network infrastructure in the domestic environment. Considered
separately, the factors integration with the home environment and the no
new wires approach receive a modest ∼=16% weight. However, once added
together, one clearly understands that future HNs should intrude on the do-
mestic environment as little as possible: unlike working environments, people
are much less inclined to see wires extending or being installed in their homes.
This raises an important concern since although the optical fiber (plastic,
multimode and even single mode) would provide the ultimate solution in terms
of bandwidth and coverage in new buildings, wireless and PLC solutions are
more appropriate in older buildings where the residents are not willing to
disturb their home environment and install additional cables.

Regarding the flexibility criterion of the OMEGA network, as shown in
Table 1, compatibility with legacy systems seems to take precedence over
other issues with a weight of 30%. This is an indication that experts tend to
think that the adoption of future HN demands the compatibility with previous
legacy systems and other home appliances, which have already been installed
in their home environment. The results also indicate that future HNs should
not interfere with any legacy network. Optical wireless and MMW technolo-
gies have an inherent advantage as such types of signals remain confined
inside a room. In fact using transceivers on different wavelength it is easy to
envision multiple OW local are network connections simultaneously supported
inside the same room without any bandwidth reduction due to interference
effects. These results emphasize the need for a device that adapts legacy
equipment to next generation. Regarding the extender survey (Table 2),
interesting results are obtained for the factors of the design criterion. Experts
seem to believe that the design/integration to the home environment seems
to be the most important aspect, emphasizing the need for “stylish” products.
It is also deduced that both the volume and the weight of the extender are
important issues: Network devices should be made as small and as light as
possible for both practical and marketing reasons. Regarding the economic
criterion, experts placed great importance on both the component and annual
operation cost. Since the latter is mainly related to power consumption, this
emphasizes the need for energy efficient devices. It is also interesting to note
the values obtained for the weights of the factor obtained in the Simplicity
of Use criterion. The plug and play feature is considered somewhat more
important than the compatibility with legacy systems—probably because this
feature is already present in Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) modems as well as
IEEE802.11 wireless routers.

The results for the weights of the economic factors for the home network
are also interesting. The most important factor is clearly the installation cost,
with a weight of 54% as shown in Table 1. This is not surprising as home
networking equipment should ideally be cheap to install. This also seems
consistent with the high combined weight of the no new wire approach and
design to home environment discussed in the context of the social acceptance
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criterion. Maintenance cost and equipment cost seem to be a secondary issue,
probably because experts believe that the cost of network components should
be small enough, or otherwise there is no hope to compete with existing
solutions such as IEEE802.11. It should be noted however that in HN, the
cost of components is far more critical than in metro or core networks and a
low maintenance cost is clearly a motivation in order for a user to adopt future
HN technologies. Table 2 discusses the importance of the economic factors for
the extender. The cost of repair is rated as the least important economic factor
(22%) compared to the rest. This low rating is probably due to the fact that
the cost of purchasing the device should be low enough and when the device
breaks down, the user will prefer to buy a new instead of repairing the old
one. In the context of simplicity and use, depicts that both plug and play ability
and compatibility with legacy devices are very important issues to take into
account. It seems that experts gave a precedence of 9% to plug and play which
is reasonable, if we consider that future adopters would prefer the extender
to be easily mounted on their laptops and other appliances much like WiFi
routers or USB sticks.

As far as performance is concerned, the experts seem more concerned about
the coverage rather than the maximum achievable bit rate of the system. This
indicates that HNs must guarantee sufficient coverage conditions or otherwise,
any kind of service would be very easily interrupted or not supported at all.
Coverage is not a severe issue for PLC since the reach of existing components
can be 200 m at 200 Mb/s [8]. As discussed in the introduction, for wireless
technologies, radiation on radio frequencies can pass through walls, while
60 GHz and optical wireless are confined inside a single room. In line of
sight optical wireless better coverage is obtained using multiple resonant cavity
light emitting diodes on a single chip [29]. Maximum bit rate also is also an
important factor having a weight of 43%. This emphasizes the need for broad-
band HNs, extending to the gigabit per second regime. Distributing gigabit-
per-second traffic inside an office or domestic building is not a trivial task
however even for wired alternatives. For example, the 1 GbE physical layer
specifications dictate that conventional twisted pair cable (1000BASE-T and
1000BASE-TX) range is limited to 100 m at best. As data rates are increased
this range is further reduced and drops to 15 m for the 10GbE over copper
(10GBASE-CX4). Optical fiber is a far more reliable medium for delivering
gigabit-per-second. Because of its high capacity and reliability, multi-mode
optical fiber generally is used for backbone applications in buildings, offering
a range of about 300 m for 10GbE. Although OW and MMW promise bit
rates extending 1 Gb/s, they are still immature technologies. On the other
hand, PLC could provide a gigabit alternative if the technology is pushed
to the limits using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [30].
Wireless radio technologies are even harder to extend in the gigabit regime.
The IEEE802.11n standard promises 600 Mb/s connectivity using advanced
more efficient Forward Error Correction (FEC), shorter guard intervals,
increased number of subcarrier frequencies and finally Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) techniques. In the extender surveys, the experts have also
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placed great importance to downstream bit rate, possibly having in mind that in
many types of popular services bandwidth requirements are asymmetric. The
importance of upstream data rate is not trivial however (about 24%) probably
because of several emerging symmetric service technologies, such as on-line
gaming, distributed and peer-to-peer applications [31], etc.

4.2 HDTV and VoIP surveys

This section deals with the results of the HDTV and VoIP surveys. Figure 5a
and b depict the weights of the criteria obtained by the pairwise comparisons
conducted by the experts for both the HDTV and VoIP services. Experts seem
to believe that performance is the most important issue in both cases, especially
for HDTV where the corresponding weight is 49%. This is not surprising: the
motive behind the adoption of HDTV is its high definition! The economic
aspects follow, as potential buyers will care a lot about the cost of the services
while usability issues seem to be secondary compared to the other criteria,
especially in HDTV.

Table 3 shows the relative importance of factors for HDTV and VoIP. For
the performance criterion, service interruption seems to dominate the rest fac-
tors followed by quality degradation of picture in the case of HDTV, whereas
quality degradation of voice is most highly rated for VoIP followed by service
interruption. This is not surprising since service interruption as well as degra-
dation of picture (in HDTV) or voice (in VoIP) greatly determine the level

Fig. 5 Relative importance
of criteria in the case
(a) HDTV and (b) VoIP
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of user satisfaction. Experts seem to believe that picture degradation is much
more important than sound degradation for HDTV, probably because trans-
mission of high definition video may require several megabits per second (see
for example the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video compression standard) while the
bandwidth requirements for sound are usually in the order of a few hundred
kilobits per second at best.

Interestingly enough, experts seem to believe that service subscription rate
and cost of television set are almost of equal importance in HDTV. In the case
of VoIP, as shown in Table 3, the service subscription rate has a precedence
of 10% higher than the cost of the telephone set but also highly rated with a
percentage of 45%. As a result there is not a single economic measure that
stands alones as the dominant one, but they are both important costs from a
potential adopter’s perspective.

Regarding usability factors, the content of the HDTV service is weighted
as the most important one with a great precedence of 51%, as presented in
Table 3. Availability of lower class services and mobility follows with indi-
vidual weights of 28% and 21%. Besides, content popularity (the number of
different channels and the content that they offer) is an important motivation
in order for somebody to adopt HDTV services. In the case of VoIP, according
to Table 3, mobility turns out to be the dominant factor with a percentage of
59%, compared to the availability of lower class services. Mobility inside the
home and even the wide area network is therefore an important aspect of VoIP
service provision.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, the first steps towards a roadmap for the next generation
home network have been undertaken. Based on pairwise comparison surveys
conducted within the ICT-OMEGA project consortium, a number of techni-
cal, economic and social issues determining the penetration of future home
networks have been evaluated and prioritized. It was shown that experts rate
social acceptance of primary importance for successful product commercializa-
tion. Within this criterion, health issues have proven the main concern, possibly
reflecting some public skepticism on biological effects of electromagnetic
radiation. The authors think that as time goes by, health issues will crucially
affect the deployment strategies for home networks. Regarding performance
issues, coverage was deemed as the most important performance measured
followed by downstream bit rate. If fiber installation is not an option, the
existing technologies (radio, PLC, optical wireless or some hybrid alternative)
may provide a broadband alternative each with its own merits and drawbacks
however. Compatibility with existing solutions and home appliances was also
highly weighted. From the economic point-of-view, the installation cost turned
out to be the major factor. Wireless solutions and even PLC are compatible
with the “no new wire” approach and could therefore a hybrid solution can
lead to reduced installation costs. Various requirements for HDTV and VoIP,
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envisioned to be major service application scenarios for future home networks
have been considered and weighted.
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